Surface properties of copper based cermet materials
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Abstract
The paper presents the characterization of the surface properties of copper based cermet obtained by two different techniques: spray pyrolysis deposition (SPD) and electrodeposition. Copper acetate was used as precursor of Cu/CuO cermet. The surface morphology was tailored by adding copolymers of maleic anhydride with controlled hydrophobia. The films morphology of Cu/CuO was assessed using contact angle measurements and AFM analysis. The porous structures obtained via SPD lead to higher liquid adsorption rate than the electrodeposited films. A highly polar liquid – water is recommended as testing liquid in contact angle measurements, for estimating the porosity of copper based cermets, while glycerol can be used to distinguish among ionic and metal predominant structures. Thus, contact angle measurements can be used for a primary evaluation of the films morphology and, on the other hand, of the ratio between the cermet components.

1. Introduction
To be efficient, solar thermal collectors use a spectrally selective surface that absorbs and converts the solar radiation into heat. Cermet materials are one of the high performing selective surfaces due to their optical properties: maximum absorption coefficient (\( \alpha > 0.9 \)) in the wavelength (\( \lambda \)) range of 0.3–2.5 \( \mu m \) and minimum emissivity (\( \varepsilon > 0.1 \)) in the infrared region (\( \lambda > 2.5 \mu m \)). They consist of metal particles embedded in a ceramic matrix, deposited on a metal substrate. Optimum cermet design requires a porous matrix for the metal infiltration.

Copper based cermets Cu/CuO can be used as selective coatings due to its good optical properties, good adhesion to metal surfaces, thermal and chemical stability. Different deposition techniques have been reported for copper oxide thin films (e.g. electrodeposition [1], sol–gel [2,3], cathodic arc deposition [4], pulsed magnetron sputtering [5], spray pyrolysis deposition (SPD) [6,7]). The SPD technique is a promising method due to its low cost and the possibility of depositing large area of thin films.

Contact angle measurements can be used to analyse the wetting behaviour and surface morphology. A wetting liquid is considered to be the one that produces a contact angle of 30° or less on a solid (Fig. 1a). Between 30° and 89° the liquid is partially wetting the solid (Fig. 1b) and above 90° the liquid presents non-wetting behaviour (Fig. 1c) [8]. By studying the contact angle time dependence assumptions regarding the solid–liquid interactions and the solid morphology can be done. The contact angle is strongly decreasing for porous materials due to the liquid absorption/adsorption into the pores, while for dense films a slow variation of the contact angle in time is expected [9]. The surface charge of the solid also plays an important role and depends on the chemical bonds and, in some degree, on the morphology (smooth, fractured, etc.).

The aim of the experiments was to develop Cu/CuO cermet with controlled morphology, using SPD and electrodeposition, the latest considered as reference technique [10]. The cermet can be obtained on metallic substrate with the both techniques [11], but in this paper only the ceramic part deposited by SPD was studied, and the cermet obtained by electrodeposition. For this purpose, the copper oxides were deposited on glass substrate in order to avoid the interfering from the oxides formed by thermal oxidation of the metallic (copper) substrate. Correlations between the film morphology and the contact angle values are developed; parallel analyses on the surface morphology were performed using atomic force microscopy (AFM). The influence of copper based cermet components (copper, copper oxides) on the surface energy is investigated.

2. Experimental

2.1. Samples preparation

Thin films of copper oxide were deposited by SPD onto microscopic glass from precursor solutions of (CH\(_3\)COO)\(_2\)Cu 0.1 M (Merck) in aqueous–ethanolic = 1:1 solvent (ethanol absolute,
Sharlau Chemie, S.A.). Copolymers of maleic anhydride with controlled hydrophobia, 50 ppm (synthesized at Petru Poni Institute, Romania) were added in the spraying solutions. The glass substrates (1.5 cm × 3 cm, Heinz Herenz) were cleaned with ethanol before each deposition, in an ultrasonic bath. The substrate temperature (T) was varied during deposition from 150 to 250 °C. Air was used as carrier gas (p = 1.4 bar). The deposition was done in open atmosphere, at a spraying angle of 45°. The distance from nozzle to the heated substrate was 20 cm and the spraying sequences number was 60.

For the electrodeposited films, the substrate – 1.5 cm × 3 cm flat pieces of copper (99.9%) – was chemically cleaned with concentrated HNO3. A multichannel potentiostat galvanostat, PAR BioLogic VSP with a three-electrode system (working electrode: sample, counter electrode: platinum plate, reference electrode: Ag/AgCl/KCl sat (SAE), E_{SAE} = 0.197 V) was used. All the potential were recorded versus SAE. The samples were obtained at room temperature, at different deposition potentials and durations, from precursor solutions based on mixtures of (CH3COO)2Cu 0.05 M with CH3COONa 0.1 M.

### Table 1
Deposition conditions for SPD and electrodeposition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>T (°C)</th>
<th>Complexing agent (^a)</th>
<th>Spray pyrolysis deposition</th>
<th>Electrodeposition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sample</td>
<td>E (_{\text{deposition}}) (V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>–0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>Hfb</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>–0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>–0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>Hfb</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>Hfb</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Complexing agent: copolymers of maleic anhydride, the hydrophobic form.

Surface morphology and thin films roughness were examined using atomic force microscopy (NT-MDT model NTEGRA PRIMA EC). The images were taken in semi-contact mode with “GOLDEN” silicon cantilever (NCSG10, force constant 0.15 N/m, tip radius 10 nm).

X-ray diffraction (XRD, Bruker-AXS D8 Advance) was used to evaluate the films’ crystalline structure and composition.

### 3. Results and discussion

#### 3.1. Structural analyses

The XRD patterns recorded for Cu/CuO\(_x\) films deposited via SPD on microglass (Fig. 2) show crystalline CuO. All the diffraction peaks matched with the peaks from the monoclinic cuprite standard (PDF 48–1548). The crystalline structure is not influenced by the complexing agents, as confirmed by the XRD patterns. The electrochemically deposited films contain mainly Cu and Cu\(_2\)O. All the diffraction peaks can be indexed to the cubic structure Cu\(_2\)O (PDF 71–3645) and face-centered cubic Cu. The strong and sharp peaks suggested that more crystalline compounds are formed by electrodeposition.

#### 3.2. Atomic force microscopy

Depending on the deposition parameters (substrate temperature, precursor composition – additives), different surface morphology were obtained (Figs. 3–6). The film, mainly consisting of CuO deposited from precursors without additives, Fig. 3, shows a uniform structure with columnar crystallites of 150–200 nm
diameter and average roughness of 204.7 nm. Higher deposition temperatures (Fig. 4), result in completely different, compact, smoother structures (average roughness: 160.1 nm). Increasing the growth temperature increases the effective diffusion length of depositing species resulting in smoother films. The surface morphology is also controlled by adding copolymers of maleic anhydride as complexing agents into the spraying solution. The polar CO groups in the copolymer can interact with the copper ions in the precursor’s phase leading to intermediate components [12,13] that react slower in the nucleation step, thus forming an open porous matrix of meso- and micro-structured associated crystallites (Fig. 5) with lower roughness values: 198.2 nm. Films with uniform morphologies, but with higher roughness (289.8 nm) are obtained via electrodeposition (Fig. 6). The film roughness was evaluated based on the AFM analysis. Experiments show that electrodeposited Cu/CuO$_x$ is preferential depositing on the high-energy sites (edges and corners) of the substrate; therefore, the substrate morphology and the deposition time have a strong influence on the film growth. Longer deposition times are required for uniform coverage of the metallic substrate.

### 3.3. Fourier transform infra-red (FT-IR) analysis

Possible interaction mechanism between the metal precursor and the maleic anhydride copolymers with controlled water solubility were studied based on FT-IR analysis. The IR studies were performed for aqueous solutions of the polymers and Cu$^{2+}$ precursor, at room temperature and at 50 °C. Interactions between the copper ions with the C=O anhydride groups were identified in solution; the characteristic bands are located in a wide spectral interval, from 2236 to 2150 cm$^{-1}$ [14]. At higher temperatures (50 °C), the presence of the COO$^-$ groups resulted from the hydrolysis of the ester groups was registered [1730 and 1244 cm$^{-1}$] [15].

### 3.4. Contact angle analysis

The interaction between the different liquids and the film surface was evaluated based on contact angle measurements. The contact angle values vary with the film surface charge and porosity, and with the liquid polarity. The slopes of the contact angle vs. time function may be correlated with the absorption (characteristic to large pores morphology – when a high decrease in time of the contact angle is expected) and/or adsorption rate of the liquid on/in the film (in the case of nano- or meso-pores).
Glycerol, with lower polarity, is expected to have weaker interaction with the predominant ionic structures, comparing with water, thus higher contact angles. The results presented in Figs. 7–10 confirm this assumption. For the samples with predominant Cu$_2$O content, there is practically no variation of the contact angle in time, showing that glycerol is not suited for estimating the morphology variations of these thin layers.

For the electrodeposited samples, the contact angle depends on the copper/copper oxide ratio. Previous studies showed that at $E = -0.16$ V, Cu$_2$O is mainly deposited, at $E = -0.65$ V, copper is obtained, while at $E = -0.3$ V a mixture of copper and Cu$_2$O with different ratios is formed [11]. These compositions are confirmed by the contact angle values, at $t = 0$ s, in the water-film systems, Table 3 and Fig. 9.

Glycerol contact angle non-linear behaviour, Fig. 10, indicates a complex of processes occurring in time; the similar behaviour of sample 8 and 9 can indicate a predominant metal content in the cermet, but further investigations are required.

4. Conclusions

The films morphology of Cu/Cu$_2$O was assessed using two different techniques: contact angle measurements and AFM analysis.

Open, large pore structures can be correlated with the initial value of the contact angle and with the adsorption rate of a liquid in the pores that can be visualized by the decrease in time of a drop on the substrate, i.e. with the modification (decrease) of the contact angle.

The liquid suited for indirect morphology characterisation must exhibit a sharp slope of the $\theta = f(t)$ function. Experiments testing water (highly polar) and glycerol (low polar liquid) recommend water as a testing liquid for estimating the porosity of different, predominant ionic films with similar compositions. The contact angle can also be an interesting tool in investigating the film composition; tests done on Cu/Cu$_2$O cerments with different metal content proved that glycerol can sense differences among ionic and metal predominant structures.
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